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Abstract: Enhancing the sense of presence of participants is an important
issue in terms of security awareness for remote collaboration in extended
reality. However, conventional methods are insufficient to be aware of remote
situations and to search for and control remote workspaces. This study pro-
poses a spatial multi-presence system that simultaneously provides multiple
spaces while rapidly exploring these spaces as users perform collaborative
work in an extended reality environment. The proposed system provides
methods for arranging and manipulating remote and personal spaces by
creating an annular screen that is invisible to the user. The user can freely
arrange remote participants and their workspaces on the annular screen.
Because users can simultaneously view various spaces arranged on the annular
screen, they can perform collaborative work while simultaneously feeling the
presence of multiple spaces and can be fully immersed in a specific space. In
addition, the personal spaces where users work can also be arranged through
the annular screen. According to the results of the performance evaluations,
users participating in remote collaborative works can visualize the spaces of
multiple users simultaneously and feel their presence, thereby increasing their
understanding of the spaces. Moreover, the proposed system reduces the time
to perform tasks and gain awareness of the emergency in remote workspaces.

Keywords: Extended reality; spatial presence; multi presence; security
awareness

1 Introduction

A computer-supported cooperative work environment provides a network in which multiple users
can perform collaborative work [1]. Here, participants can change the data value for collaborative
work while talking to each other and develop results while monitoring the changed properties [2].
An extended reality (XR) environment is a technology that encompasses those of the existing virtual
reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR) environments in which VR and AR are
mixed and can provide environments that are suitable for situations faced by users [3,4]. Similar to
VR environments, XR environments provide users with a sensation of immersion while being directly
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helpful for work in the real world as AR environments. Currently, remote work environments are
similar to collaborative work environments because of the use of computers [5–7]. In addition, the
recent 5G era provides super-high speed that enables downloading of ultra-high-definition XR content
within a second and ultra-low latency that guarantees response speeds within 1 ms depending on the
user’s input operation. Therefore, unimagined XR environments that transcend temporary spatial
constraints in the past can be constructed [8–11].

In an XR environment, users can use applications in a variety of fields, such as games, computer-
aided design (CAD), military simulation, training, and 3D video calls jointly with other remotely
distant users. Recently, with the development of various applications, the boundary between reality
and VR has blurred, such as the participation of multiple users in VR to form a class to play a
game or participate in a concert as with a metaverse [12–15]. Enhancing the sense of participant
presence is an important issue in terms of security awareness in remote collaboration in extended
reality [16–19]. Conventional research has mainly studied visualization methods to make aware of the
real environment while a user performs tasks in the XR environment. However, studies concerning the
presence of remote collaboration in the extended reality domain are lacking.

Moreover, analysis of the recent collaboration process in the existing non-face-to-face environ-
ment using video calls and collaborative VR shows that the collaboration process follows two aspects.
First, users share information about the real spaces where they are located with those participating
in collaborative work [20,21]. Second, users follow a relatively complicated form of the collaboration
process in which they participate in the collaborative work environment while checking the situation
of their work and reflecting on the collaborative work environment [22,23]. However, in cases where
collaboration is provided in the existing XR environment, the personal spaces of users cannot be
sufficiently identified because the users enter a fixed virtual environment to communicate or work.
Moreover, there are cases in which an environment that merges users’ respective spaces is created to
implement a collaborative work environment. However, even in these cases, users cannot rapidly be
aware and share information on both collaborative works in their environments.

In this study, to address this limitation, a spatial multi-presence system that enables users to
perform collaborative work while obtaining information in the remote spaces of other participants
in the collaborative work and obtaining their workspaces simultaneously is proposed. The proposed
system creates an annular transparent cylinder space that surrounds users participating in XR and
provides interactions for creating, deleting, moving, immersing, and exploring the spaces of users
participating in collaborative works. Users can dynamically construct and adjust participant spaces
in the collaborative work environment and personal workspaces using the system proposed in this
study. In a collaborative work situation, a user can perform work while conversing with a user located
in another space by turning his/her head through a head-mounted display (HMD). Moreover, the
spaces surrounding the user can be manipulated by hand gestures.

The main contributions of this study are as follows:

• The proposed system can enhance the sense of presence of participants rendering them aware
of multiple remote situations of collaborative work in the XR environment.

• The proposed system provides a novel space management method that enables quick search and
control of remote collaborative and personal workspaces.
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2 Related Work

With the focus on XR, such as in a collaborative work environment, XR users have attempted
to use more than one environment in the collaborative work [1,2]. According to a study conducted
by Thalman et al., for users to improve their interactive performance with content in a specific real
environment, a sense of presence that makes them feel that the space is similar to reality must be
provided at a high level, so that they can be immersed in the environment [14]. Security awareness
can be low when the image or sound of the remote space is not transmitted properly when remote
cooperative work is performed using XR environments [16,17]. McGill et al. proposed a method that
enables users to view images in real space using a camera while working in VR by attaching a camera
to the HMD [15]. However, this method does not support collaboration. Lu et al. proposed a mixed-
reality system that recognizes real space and visualizes 3D furniture to provide a high-level presence.
Although they demonstrated the possibility of increasing security awareness in mixed realities, remote
cooperative workspaces were not considered [18]. Personalization and adaptation can increase the
sense of presence in virtual reality applications. Mourtzis et al. proposed a personalized perception
method that adapts educational content according to students’ profiles for factory education in an
extended reality environment [19]. Although they provided collaborative education for the factory for
the student’s situation, remote users’ security awareness was not considered.

Spatial is an XR-based work platform that enables users to jointly create and edit 3D objects while
conducting a remote meeting wearing VR or AR HMDs and accessing one another in the VR or AR
environment to which they belong [7]. However, using Spatial, users can enter only a designated VR
environment; the spaces of other users cannot be easily remotely seen. Therefore, it is difficult to feel
the awareness of situations that may occur in the other party’s remote environment.

Saraiji et al. configured an AR environment as a basic environment, configured the environments
of remote users participating in collaborative works into multiple layers, and made each of them semi-
transparent to formulate a system in which the environments are superimposed [20]. Users could feel
that they participated in multiple spaces simultaneously while visualizing the environments of remote
users semi-transparently, depending on cases they work in their local environments. However, as the
number of users increases, the superimposed remote areas increase, thus reducing the awareness and
presence of the entire environment. Consequently, managing individual remote spaces and searching
them in detail become challenging.

Alsereidi et al. proposed a synchronization method for the remote camera according to the user’s
head movement for remote collaboration in the XR environment [21]. Their approach showed an
enhanced sense of presence in the 1-on-1 remote collaboration because the user can change the remote
camera’s view by moving his/her head. Although the synchronization method between a remote
camera and a user’s head movement is helpful in remote collaboration, improvements are needed
because searching for and controlling multiple remote workspaces is difficult for more than two users.

Lee et al. proposed a collaborative game-level design system that allows users to perform various
collaborative tasks in real-time [22]. Although they showed the possibility of complex collaboration
in a remote collaborative environment, conflicts can occur because of a lack of awareness of each
participant.

Maimore et al. proposed a study in which two users perform collaborative work by merging
the appearance and space of the user at a remote distance into a single space [23]. In this method,
the complexity of space merging increases significantly when the number of users participating in
collaborative work increases. In addition, complex interactions other than working while facing each
other, as well as quick conversion and sharing when users perform work in their personal spaces, are
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challenging. It is difficult to express real-time remote situations because their method takes time to 3D
environments where remote users are located.

3 Proposed System

We discuss the design considerations of the proposed spatial multi-presence system in Section
3.1. Section 3.2 describes the details of the proposed system and algorithms. We apply the proposed
method to practical scenarios in a case study in Section 3.3.

3.1 Concept of Spatial Multi-Presence System
The system proposed in this study is a simultaneous multi-presence system that enables users to

feel the spaces of other participants in the XR environment simultaneously while rapidly searching
for spaces and sharing information about individuals’ workspaces. When the user participates in
collaborative work, the spaces of the users participating in the collaborative work are arranged around
the user, and the user can place the desired spaces at the desired positions to see them using their
hands. Moreover, the users sense the presence of the participants and the spaces to which they belong
simultaneously while looking at the spaces of the remote participants surrounding them.

In a situation in which they are wearing an HMD, users can perform collaborative works while
feeling the simultaneous presence of multiple spaces, as they examine the remote spaces surrounding
them. The number and sizes of the spaces can be configured by the users, as they can adjust the
arrangement order and sizes using hand gestures. As collaborative work progresses, users can immerse
themselves in a specific space to work by selecting the desired space, as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover,
they can subsequently return to their original spaces. During immersion, the user can fully enter the
participant’s remote space in Space 3 and perform special tasks while viewing the work results, as
shown in Fig. 1. When the users return to the multi-presence state after completing the immersive
work, they can perform collaborative works while watching other users participate in the collaborative
works. Users can share the work results in their workspace while performing collaborative work by
sending personal work information to other remote users.

Figure 1: Concept of the proposed scheme: dynamic changing states between spatial multi-presence
and immersive remote collaboration
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3.2 Overall System Architecture
Fig. 2 shows the structure of a simultaneous multi-presence system in which a user wearing

an HMD proposed in this study can perform personal work while simultaneously viewing users in
multiple spaces and information on remote spaces while also performing collaborative work in an
XR environment. The annular spaces surrounding the user are arranged when the user participates in
collaborative work. Users wearing HMDs can view the spaces of other collaborative work participants
surrounding them to conduct meetings while viewing the information in the relevant spaces. In this
case, remote telecollaboration modules are used to transmit the spaces of remote users through web
cameras, thereby providing a real-time telepresence environment. Each remote environment is located
in an annular space surrounding the user through a multi-presence space manager to enable the
user to feel the presence while simultaneously viewing the remote spaces of users participating in the
collaborative work. Thereafter, in an interaction manager, users can adjust the arrangement and sizes
of the spaces through hand gestures, immerse themselves in a specific space, or return to the multi-
presence state.

Figure 2: Proposed system scheme

Moreover, the personal work performed by users is managed in a personal workspace separately
from synchronization in collaborative work. Additionally, users can share relevant personal work in
the collaborative work environment.

Fig. 3 shows the overall workflow of the proposed system. A user participating in an XR
cooperative work can determine multi-presence and immersion states through the user’s hand gesture
recognition. As can be seen in the figure, it is assumed that the user works on remote factory contents
with two other remote participants. When the user proceeds to the multi-presence state through a palm
gesture, the proposed system generates multi-presence with three remote spaces surrounding the user.
The user can perceive multi-presence simultaneously because the remote spaces surround the user in
the XR environment. The user can collaborate while rotating a circular space in the desired direction
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using a hand gesture and also while recognizing situations occurring in remote spaces. If users intend
to accurately investigate the situation of a specific remote space by immersing themselves, the users
can enter the remote space through a pointing gesture. Thereafter, the users can immerse themselves
in the remote space and perform collaborative work while viewing the remote space at 360°.

Figure 3: State of the proposed system

For a collaborative work participant U and an nth user participant C, a set of collaborative
workspaces including this user up to Un is created. In addition, if a user performs a task in P, the user’s
workspace, the multi-presence space M from the user’s point of view, can be defined using Eq. (1). The
multi-presence space merges only the spaces of the other participants and presents the resultant space
to the user.

C = {U1, U2, U3, . . . , Un}
P = {Pn}
M = {U |C − I , P| I}
C is total collaborators, I is user

(1)

Thereafter, if users share the results of their workspaces in the collaborative workspace, their
works are configured in the collaborative workspace, as shown in Eq. (2), and users participating in
the collaborative work can identify the information.

C = {U1, U2, U3, . . . , Un−1, Pn} (2)

Fig. 4 shows three users performing collaborative work using the system proposed in this study. As
the proposed system provides the user with the simultaneous presence of two different remote spaces
as shown Figs. 4A and 4B, the structural information of the relevant remote spaces can be recognized
as it has three-dimensional effects. Based on this information, the user can perform simulation works
suitable for the relevant spaces and provide the results to users who subsequently participate in the
collaborative works again, as shown Fig. 4C.
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Figure 4: Multi-presence situation

If users want to change the arrangement of the surrounding spaces during collaborative work, the
proposed system recognizes the user’s hand gestures and rotates the spaces left or right around the
user, as shown in Fig. 5. Moreover, when users participate in a specific remote space, they immerse
themselves in the remote space through a clenching gesture. Further, when they return to the multi-
presence state, they use an opened-palm gesture [24].

Figure 5: Changing environment using hand gestures

A collaborative work environment is constructed using the system proposed in this study. The
constructed system provides synchronization through the recognition of user locations and motions
so that users can work collaboratively in MR and XR environments. Moreover, the constructed system
provides a joint collaborative work office environment.
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3.3 Applications and Case Study
We proposed a collaborative work environment in smart factories and offices to apply the

proposed spatial multi-presence system. A smart factory is a cutting-edge technology that manages
work processes and responds to security situation issues by collaborating with AI-based services or
office people. To address the situation, a smart factory collects and utilizes data from IoT sensors [19].
To evaluate possible issues and collaborations occurring in the smart factory, we surveyed professional
engineers and officers of companies, such as DataReality (http://datareality.kr/) and Futuretechwin
(http://www.ftwin.co.kr/), which are related to XR in the smart factory. With the survey results, we
designed a scenario as a case study.

To apply XR-based remote collaboration in the smart factory, there is a factory site with a remote
sensor, such as a camera, and a site manager. The site manager generally checks and controls the
machines of the factory. The site manager should collaborate with other participants in remote office
spaces in real-time when an issue occurs. In collaborative work, participants can solve processing
issues and emergencies at the factory through dialogue and sharing the field of vision. Fig. 6 shows
an example of remote collaboration. The participants took part in three physically separated spaces
through a network, wearing MS HoloLens 1 and using the proposed system.

Figure 6: Case study of the XR-based remote collaboration for smart factory

4 Performance Evaluations

To verify the utility of the simultaneous multi-presence system proposed in this study, a per-
formance evaluation was conducted on whether users participating in the experiment in remote
collaborative works simultaneously felt the presence of multiple spaces. MS HoloLens was used as a
device to configure the experiment so that users could view their spatial information while looking
at remote users. The proposed system was developed using the Unity 2019.4 (LTS) version. The
experimental environment was configured such that the experiment could be conducted in a local
area network environment that supports wired and wireless 100 Mbps. The computers, which were
used as servers to receive the streams of remote images, converted them into multi-presence and sent
them to MS HoloLens in the process of the experiment; these were equipped with an i7-8700 CPU
(3.2 GHz, 6 cores) and Nvidia GTX 1060 graphics card. Moreover, Logitech Pro HD 1080 p Stream
webcams were used to show each remote environment. Three separate spaces were configured for the
experiment, and each space was set such that the participants could see the computers, webcams, and
HoloLens.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, 30 participants aged between 20 and 40
years who had experience using video conferencing and HMDs were selected. They received a 10-
min training on the proposed system. For the experiment, the participants were divided into 10 teams

http://datareality.kr/
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of three participants each. They participated in three physically separated spaces through a network,
wearing MS HoloLens 1 and using the proposed system. The participants were configured to perform
a 30-min collaborative work to understand the factory and draft improvement plans while viewing 360°
video content of the factory facility. The image on the display screen of the participant is visualized as
it is on the MS HoloLens display worn by the users.

In the experiment, the users talked about improvement plans while viewing 360° video content
about the factory in their workspaces. Fig. 7A shows a user participating in the experiment talking
with another user participating in the collaborative work while watching him/her. Fig. 7B is a case in
which a user works while viewing two spaces simultaneously using the proposed multi-presence state.

Figure 7: (A) Conversation with remote participant (B) Multi-presence state with hand gesture

First, the average rendering speed when using the proposed system was measured by the partic-
ipant in the experiment. Fig. 8 shows the average frames per second (FPS) value of the participant
while experimenting for 30 min.

Figure 8: Average FPS

As the maximum FPS speed of MS HoloLens 1 was 30 FPS, the service was provided at high
speeds on average to the participants. Fig. 8 shows that the changes in the FPS occur rapidly in the first
1–5 min of the experiment. As the process through which the users receive remote spatial information
through a network and convert it to multi-presence to visualize the information as well as through
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which the users are immersed in specific spaces was repeatedly switched, the speed was slightly reduced
in cases where video information was matched and buffering occurred. However, stable results were
obtained thereafter as users became accustomed to the work.

Second, in this study, the average usage time was measured to determine the frequency at which
users used the multi-presence mode and the general immersion state during the experiment. The
general immersion mode was divided into cases where the user had a conversation with a remote user
and those where the users watched a video in their workspace. The experimental results are shown
in Fig. 9. According to the experimental results, when the three modes were separately measured, the
multi-presence mode exhibited the highest frequency with an average of 13.2 min. However, when all
the immersion modes were combined, the average usage of the immersion mode was 16.8 min, which
was 3.6 min longer on average. Interestingly, cases were observed where the 360° factory video content
used in the experiment, which was approximately 10 min long, was viewed in an immersive state at
the beginning and subsequently viewed using multi-presence because the users wanted to watch the
video while talking to remote users. Moreover, the users preferred to use the multi-presence mode when
talking to two users simultaneously.

Figure 9: Average usage

Third, we compared conventional telepresence systems that supported collaboration in an XR
environment. Thus, the layered telepresence [20] and the proposed spatial multi-presence systems
were compared. Fifteen participants aged between 20 and 40 years working in smart factories and
XR companies, including the interviewer in the case study, were newly selected. The participants
were divided into five teams of three participants each. Because the experiment was conducted in
two different environments, the order of the experimental environment was randomly configured
to avoid educational effects. In the experiment, we asked participants to perform the following two
tasks. First, the participants were asked to check the questions of the three remote workspaces, as
shown in Table 1, and then answer the questions while performing 15 min of collaborative work.
The order of the questions in the remote workspace was random. When one question belonging to
one remote workspace was decided in one experiment environment, another question of the remote
workspace appeared in another. When participants answer the question, the proposed system checks
the correctness of the answer and measures the time taken to answer the question. If the participant did
not answer in 5 min, the proposed system shows the next question. Second, smoke and fire appeared in
the smart factory at random times during the first experiment. We evaluated how quickly participants
perceived the situation.
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Table 1: Questionnaire of perception and security awareness

Remote workspaces Questions

Factory 1. How many coils are there in the factory?
2. What is the color of the machine in the factory?

Remote 1 1. What color are the clothes the participant wearing?
2. What is the background color of the room where the participant is?

Remote 2 1. What is the participant’s hairstyle? (Bold, Short, Long)
2. What type of watch is the participant wearing? (None, Smart Watch,
Normal Watch)

Fig. 10 shows the results of the experiments. According to the average correct answer rate result,
participants obtained the correct answer better when using the proposed spatial multi-presence.
In the layered telepresence, participants gave incorrect answers because the remote workspaces
were seen overlapping each other. Participants also answered the questions faster when using the
proposed spatial multi-presence because they had to adjust the transparency of other overlapping
remote workspaces when using the layered telepresence. It was also easy for participants to identify
emergencies in the proposed spatial multi-presence because they could simultaneously see the multiple
remote workspaces by turning their heads.

Figure 10: Results of the experiments
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We conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test on the results of experiments for statistical
analysis, as described in Table 2. According to the results of the ANOVA test, the average correct
answer rate between the spatial multi-presence and the layered telepresence is statistically significant
(0.002592 < 0.01). As the visualization method is affected by the understanding ability of the partici-
pants, the proposed spatial multi-presence showed the best correct answer rate. Moreover, the results
of the ANOVA test show that the average time to answer questions is statistically significant (2.59E-
07 < 0.01). Searching for specific clues in remote workspaces is influenced by a sense of presence and
interactivity. There were significant differences between the spatial multi-presence and the layered
telepresence (0.000125 < 0.01) in terms of the average time to be aware of the emergency, as described
in Table 2. Thus, the proposed spatial multi-presence may reduce awareness and search for times for
remote collaboration in extended reality environments.

Table 2: Results of the ANOVA test

Condition ANOVA result (pa = 0.01) Mean and SD results, stored as in Fig. 10

Average F = 10.9375, Spatial multi-presence (M = 2.6, SD = 0.257143)
correct pa = 0.002592 Layered telepresence (M = 1.933, SD = 0.352381)
answer rate MSw = 0.304762
Average time F = 45.37, Spatial multi-presence (M = 33.8333, SD = 31.9881)
to answer the pa = 2.59E-07 Layered telepresence (M = 62.45333, SD = 238.8184)
question MSw = 135.4032
Average time F = 19.78943, Spatial multi-presence (M = 54.73333, SD = 135.6381)
to aware the pa = 0.000125 Layered telepresence (M = 75.6, SD = 194.4)
emergency MSw = 165.019

After the quantitative experiments, we conducted qualitative experiments that measured the sense
of presence and security awareness. Because the perception of participants was closely related to
qualitative experiments, we designed five questionnaires to verify the usability of the proposed spatial
multi-presence system [25]. Three questions focused on measuring the perception of multi-presence,
and one on measuring the security awareness of a remote workspace. Another question focused on
usability, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Questionnaire of perception and security awareness

Number Questions

Q1 How much did your experiences in the XR environment appear consistent
with your real-world experiences?

Q2 Did you have a feeling of being together with remote participants?
Q3 Did you feel that there are remote spaces around you?
Q4 Were you able to anticipate what would happen next in response to the

remote environments?
Q5 How satisfied are you with the spatial multi-presence interface?
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Fig. 11 shows the results of the average points for the measurements of the spatial multi-presence
questionnaire. According to the results of questions 1–3 (Q1-Q3), participants perceived more spatial
presence with the proposed system. Because the proposed system places remote spaces on the sides,
the layered telepresence method blends several remote spaces. The participants could perceive more
spatial and social presences when remote spaces were placed on their either side. In terms of the results
of question 4 (Q4), the participants were aware of situations in remote spaces during the spatial multi-
presence mode. Participants were also more satisfied with the proposed spatial multi-presence system
than with the layered telepresence system. We conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test on the
spatial multi-presence questionnaire results for statistical analysis. Table 4 presents the ANOVA test
on the average scores of the questionnaire between spatial multi-presence and layered telepresence.
The results were statistically significant (p = 0.01).

Figure 11: Results of the evaluation of spatial multi-presence perception
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Table 4: Results of the ANOVA test

Condition ANOVA result (pa = 0.01) Mean and SD results, stored as in Fig. 10

Q1 F = 8.478261, Spatial multi-presence (M = 5.428571, SD = 0.571429)
pa = 0.007284 Layered telepresence (M = 4.357143, SD = 1.324176)
MSw = 0.947802

Q2 F = 42.21538, Spatial multi-presence (M = 5.8, SD = 0.4578143)
pa = 4.85E-07 Layered telepresence (M = 3.933333, SD = 0.780952)
MSw = 0.619048

Q3 F = 26.52632, Spatial multi-presence (M = 5.666667, SD = 0.666667)
pa = 1.84E-05 Layered telepresence (M = 4.066667, SD = 0.780952)
MSw = 0.72381

Q4 F = 15.75814, Spatial multi-presence (M = 5.933333, SD = 0.780952)
pa = 0.000456 Layered telepresence (M = 4.466667, SD = 1.266667)
MSw = 1.02381

Q5 F = 16.2, Spatial multi-presence (M = 6.133333, SD = 0.409524)
pa = 0.000393 Layered telepresence (M = 4.933333, SD = 0.92381)
MSw = 0.666667

5 Discussion

After the experiment, the participants were interviewed to qualitatively evaluate the proposed
system. First, according to the results of the question of whether they felt presence, the participants
notified that they were generally confused about the space at first in cases where they used the spatial
multi-presence. However, they soon became accustomed and felt as if remote users were in the same
space as them when they were visualizing multiple spaces. Second, they were asked about the difference
between collaborative work using multi-presence and that through existing video conferencing. The
participants indicated that compared with existing collaborative work, multi-presence-based collabo-
rative work had advantages such as realistic communication with other users while being able to obtain
more spatial information. Third, regarding efficiency of personal workspaces, the participants notified
that guaranteeing individual workspaces enabled them to check their work and organize their thoughts
while performing collaborative work. Fourth, using spatial multi-presence, it was easy to be aware
of remote situations and to search for a specific goal among the remote workspaces. Finally, about
the disadvantages of multi-presence, some users complained of slight dizziness when the boundary
between spaces was crossed.

We conducted additional interviews about the advantages of increasing security awareness in a
remote collaborative work environment with the participants. According to the results, it is difficult to
feel the spatial presence and to be aware of security issues of the situation occurring in a remote space
because the smart factory generally uses top view-based cameras with video conferencing. Security
issues that can occur in a smart factory situation are not only the case of fire as applied in this paper
but also cases where there is a risk of injury by users accidentally accessing hazardous materials and
theft. With the proposed method, it can be quickly aware and notified of various security issues that
may occur behind the scenes, such as being unaware of the remote user, especially while collaborating.
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6 Conclusion

This study proposed a spatial multi-presence system that supports personal work while enabling
users to simultaneously feel the presence of users in remote spaces when multiple users perform
collaborative work remotely in an XR environment. Using the proposed system, users were able
to collaborate with remote users and interact with spaces through hand gestures while wearing an
HMD. The performance evaluations demonstrated the possibility of improving the existing video
conference or collaborating with virtual environment-based collaborative works, as three users could
feel the simultaneous presence of remote spaces while performing collaborative work and being able
to immerse themselves when working in a specific space. Experimental results show that the proposed
spatial multi-presence increased the rate of recognizing remote collaborative work environment
situations by about 34% more accurately than the conventional method. When the participants could
find specific problems in a collaborative environment, the proposed spatial multi-presence was over
84% faster. In addition, the rate of recognizing an emergency and security awareness about it was about
38% faster than the conventional method. Thus, the proposed spatial multi-presence showed enhanced
sense of presence and awareness of remote workspaces compared to the conventional method.

In the future, an interaction model will enable users to concentrate while recognizing natural
changes in spaces when simultaneous events occur in multiple spaces by applying elements of
interactions other than the user’s hand gestures. In addition, an algorithm for information sharing
between spaces will be researched and developed to enable the flexible transformation of data across
multiple spaces. Finally, we will apply the proposed scheme to the practical collaborative work of the
smart factory with the companies participating in the case study.
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